**SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY**

Longtime incumbent SB City Clerk Rachel Clark, seeks election, right frontlines at Redway Del. Department.

State Senator to Speak at Guy Winton Morris American Legion Post 710

**SAN BERNARDINO**

Senior Judge Negrete McLeod has sought an invitation to speak for the City of San Bernardino Women's American Legion Post 710 (Veterans Day) from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. The Post is located at 1107 E. 3rd Ave.

**RIVERSIDE COUNTY**

For the Alvord School District: Ben Johnson II and Carolyn Wilson were elected to the board in a narrow defeat of other candidates including K.R. Zach Earp.

**RIVERSIDE UNIFIED SCHOOL BOARD**

Five people competed for three seats on the Riverside Unified School Board and incumbent Brad Negrete McLeod's was the only seat to change hands by winning two of the three contested seats. Will Aguirre, a community member, and Jesus Quiroz, who won the top two votes, are now on the board, while Negrete McLeod finished third. McLeod's loss extends by two years, the board's highest number of turnovers.

NATIONAL COUNTY ELECTIONS

Will Aguirre and Jesus Quiroz, who were the top two vote-getters. This is a public relations consultant, narrowly defeated local attorney, Ken Aguirre for the third seat.
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Leading Ladies: “Read Out Loud To Your Child”

By Pastor Jeter, San Bernardino

Leading lady and pastor at Providence

The problem is that our communities and throughout California. Our number of children reading in grade level is an issue because

Our children are not able to take the next step in their education right after grade school. The number of African Americans and Latino children from poor families is likely to result in less ethnic and economic death. Education is the major determinant of what kind of life a child will have.

We hope he heeds their advice in the next four

Many of these children are African Americans and Latinos, who are often, these children are seen as "disruptive" and instead of offering them counseling, educators dismiss their symptoms. Numerous studies have demonstrated that students who are unprepared or unprepared for school are less likely to graduate and are more likely to drop out. These school dropouts become more likely to have a lower birth weight, poverty, and have criminal convictions. The number of African Americans and Latinos from poor families is likely to result in less ethnic and economic death. Education is the major determinant of what kind of life a child will have.
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Many of these children are African Americans and Latinos, who are often, these children are seen as "disruptive" and instead of offering them counseling, educators dismiss their symptoms. Numerous studies have demonstrated that students who are unprepared or unprepared for school are less likely to graduate and are more likely to drop out. These school dropouts become more likely to have a lower birth weight, poverty, and have criminal convictions. The number of African Americans and Latinos from poor families is likely to result in less ethnic and economic death. Education is the major determinant of what kind of life a child will have.

"The lack of health and social benefit of early childhood programs is an important factor for a child's education. A child's pre-school experience can be a reflection of an adult learning disability or mental or emotional disorder. Regardless of the school and funding, it is impossible to determine whether a blood disorder called thalassemia major is a state program for children or in a county program. The number of African Americans and Latinos from poor families is likely to result in less ethnic and economic death. Education is the major determinant of what kind of life a child will have.
Background Preparation For Leadership

The following is what a doctoral student in the field of leadership, Dr. Richard O. Jones, has to say about preparing for leadership.

**The Daughters of Destiny is a Religious Based Program Worth Considering**

Helped into careers, and lifted off the street, and to have the best place everywhere. Nobody helps us, unless it is our own, or our own. And in a place, and in a heart, and in a home, and in a family, and in a community, and in a nation, and in a world. To ensure success for the task at hand, and for the success of the world.

Since 'And Still I Rise' was published in 1978, more than 50 years after Angelou delivered her speech, Angelou's poem vibra with a cry for fairness and justice. From white society that is so often dis­criminated against and people of color have been and still are manipulated. The Black experience vividly portrays the role of the African American in the American society and emphasizes its struggle against racial injustice. The poem celebrates the persistence and resilience of African American women in the face of adversity and oppression.

After centuries of being treated like second-class citizens, the struggle is that many Black women have worked to improve the role of women in society. They have worked against the weight of society and have been a voice being opened from the side of women. Their lives have been transformed and they have been portrayed as symbols of strength and courage. They are the voice of the voiceless and the inspiration for others. They are the women who have fought for their rights and have not given up.

They do not have to be well worked out in order to be successful. Neither you nor when time comes to write and to sit down, you can, in fact, determine for a great deal of work. A great deal of work, a great deal of work, and a great deal of work. As it is similar to: work and sit down, write and sit down, work and sit down, write and sit down. To ensure success for the task at hand, and for the success of the world. Energy, time, and work effort to be given to the most important Star.

The creative and the hard workers see the world as an open book, and with a sense of responsibility and determination, they create new opportunities and possibilities.

The Daughters of Destiny, a Religious Based Program, has been a valuable support for many Black women. The organization focuses on empowering women to reach their full potential and to create opportunities for themselves and their communities. The program provides education, training, and support, and is designed to help women achieve their goals and become leaders in their own communities.

To learn more about the Daughters of Destiny, visit www.amec5th.org/daughtersofdestiny. Since 'And Still I Rise' was published in 1978, more than 50 years after Angelou delivered her speech, Angelou's poem vibra with a cry for fairness and justice. From white society that is so often dis­criminated against and people of color have been and still are manipulated. The Black experience vividly portrays the role of the African American in the American society and emphasizes its struggle against racial injustice. The poem celebrates the persistence and resilience of African American women in the face of adversity and oppression.

The Daughters of Destiny program is underway at A. Quinn AME Church in Moreno Valley. To learn more about the Daughters of Destiny in the center and southern United States contact: Ce­celia Williams-Bryant, Fifth Episcopal District Episcopal Supervisor, that focuses on the Daughters of Destiny. The program has curricula that address all the needs of an individual Black entertainers that are common in the uncommon and are items availab le for choice. A portionment of the most important slice of the pie, the rest may comfortably be given to the most important piece of the pie.

For the next most important "slice," work at a fourth gear level. For the remainder of the "slices" work at a two and three gear levels. The rest may comfortably be given to the most important piece of the pie.

To ensure success for the task at hand, and for the success of the world. Energy, time, and work effort to be given to the most important piece of the pie. As it is similar to: work and sit down, write and sit down, work and sit down, write and sit down. To ensure success for the task at hand, and for the success of the world.

Energy, time, and work effort to be given to the most important piece of the pie. As it is similar to: work and sit down, write and sit down, work and sit down, write and sit down. To ensure success for the task at hand, and for the success of the world.
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In my daily devotional Bishop Keith Rodney said, “For who knows the mind of the Lord, that he may understand the mind of Christ? But we have the mind of Christ.”

In my opinion, this is not Jesus’s last name. Christ means anointed one and his anointing. So you need the mind of the Lord to understand the mind of Christ.
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### Dodgers Go Big Time

**Yankees said goodbye to Joe and Dodgers say thank you!**

By Gary Montgomery

Staff Writer

The Los Angeles Dodgers made a historic move on Monday, signing one of the biggest managerial names in major league baseball. In historic fashion, the Dodgers management event made it a three-hour stage concert in centerfield and introduced the team's new manager, Joe Torre. of Los Angeles and the world media.

The Dodgers made an unprecedented $25 million contract offer to the Yankees and decided not to return as manager of the Bronx Bombers. "This is one of a handful of organizations that you automatically say yes to," said Torre. After 13 years of battling in New York, Torre's accomplishments will easily qualify him for Hall-of-Fame consideration. Torre's Yankees won four World Series titles and made it to the World Series as the CIF playoffs approach.
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### Battle of I.E. Unbeaten

**REV over A.B. Miller 28-27**

**The Black Voice News**

By Jon B. Gamu

Two of the southland's state foes fought a saw battle of eight in front of 6,000 fans. A.B. Miller and Redlands East Valley fought a see-saw battle all night, in front of 6,000 fans. A.B. Miller and Redlands East Valley shared identical 8-0 records as they collided at Ted Runner Field.

By Anna Wenger

A full house packed the new "Backstage" Restaurant at their premier with opening last week. Formerly the Downtown Supper Club, located at 3597 Main Street in downtown Riverside, former patrons will be pleasantly surprised.

Michael Wheeler and Phyllis Wheeler, originally both from the East Coast, currently met at the Supper Club because of its convenient location. They are now married and the proud owners of their first meeting place.

Wheeler & Wheeler's, the Tailgate and special events were only served up of a doze of laughter from popular circuit Comedian such as Cisco Brown from BEC Comic view, from the Wood, and Nikid Lemon.

The menu includes the fried chicken, roasted salmon, and rubber chicken. Wheeler, who is the chef, says that he is very proud of his food. The food is not only delicious, but also fresh. The menu is designed to please the taste buds of all.

Michael Wheeler and Phyllis Wheeler, the purpose of the new opening was to get the place open and let people know that their new house is another ideal place to go for dinner and entertainment. The official Grand Opening was December 8, 2007.
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San Bernardino County Physician Elected President-Elect of the CMA

Drs. Jamal-Dominique Hopkins

A physician who started a program to help reformatted gang members get tattoos removed for free was elected president-elect of the California Medical Association earlier this week at the CMA’s Annual House of Delegates in Anaheim. He will serve as president-elect for a year before taking office as president the following year.

"I look forward to serving as..."

Due to the upcoming holidays, ALL EMPOWERMENT SEMINARS have been RESCHEDULED for January 2008. If you would like to Sponsor, Host, Attend, or be notified of our upcoming Seminars, please contact Anna Wengert at (951) 682-6070 or send an e-mail to sanbernardino/empsponsor@charter.net.

GOT QUESTIONS?

Due to the upcoming holidays, the "GOT QUESTIONS?" feature will be suspended until January 2008.

American Heart Association (Inland Empire) "Star of the Hearts" Award. He was given the Golden Scalpel (best teacher) award from surgical residents at Loma Linda University School of Medicine in 1991, where he serves as an associate professor. He also holds a faculty appointment at the University of Health Sciences in Pomona.

Board certified in general surgery, vascular surgery and endovascular research. He conducts studies on the treatment of peripheral vascular disease. He has served as a consultant in vascular surgery to Arrowhead Regional Medical Center in Colton since 1989. The program provides free cardiac care to qualified post-operative patients. His interest in lower-income patients led to his receiving the Medical Board of California Physician Recognition Award in 2005 for contributions to care of indigent patients.

Dr. Graziano has received numerous additional awards, including the American Medical Association’s Pride in the Profession Award this year. In 2005, he received the...
Kim Wayans stars in “A Handsome Woman Retreats”

By Ashley A. Jones

Kim Wayans, best known for her expertise in comedy and being a member of America’s famous family, doled out a show of bringing joy and happiness to her audience in a Handsome Woman Retreats. The play, written and performed by Wayans (Scary Movie 2, Jaworski Moe, Low DownDirty Shame), is a story that merges the genres of comedy and tragedy while telling the journey of an unhappy woman who commits to a 10-day silent meditation retreat and on the way becomes a little nervous tapping her blue-gray quartet (Scary Movie 2, Juwanna Mann, To help with Christmas gifts? Or, maybe, you would like to serve as a volunteer to help the less fortunate during the holiday season? In either case, the Victor Valley Salvation Army is looking for you to help ring bells for its 116th year.

Victor Valley Salvation Army Seeks Bell-Ringers for Christmas

Are you seeking employment or looking to help with Christmas gifts? Or, maybe, you would like to serve as a volunteer to help the less fortunate during the holiday season? In either case, the Victor Valley Salvation Army is looking for you to help ring bells for its time-honored Christmas kettle program — now celebrating its 116th year. Applications are now being accepted from 9 a.m. to noon weekdays through November 15, at The Salvation Army, 14585 La Paz Drive in Victorville. All applicants must have a valid photo ID and social security card. Minimum wage and volunteer positions are available. The kettle program will run from November 19 to December 24. Funds generated from the kettle will allow The Salvation Army to help disadvantaged and homeless families in the high desert during Christmas and through a portion of the winter months.

Information: (760) 245-2545.

MVBCF Hosts Holiday Bake Sale Fundraiser

The MVBCCF, sister to the Moreno Valley Black Chamber, is having a “Matching Grant” fundraiser at Wal*Mart Moreno Beach Drive in Moreno Valley, Saturday, November 17, 2007 from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM. Wal*Mart will match whatever funds will allow The Salvation Army to raise from pre-sales and sales made on that day. Funds will enhance the culture events and education that the foundation does throughout the year. Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebrations and Parade and Ebony Fashion Show.

The desserts items are homemade and prepared by some of the BOD of the foundation and community. If you are interested in ordering please download the flyer with the pie - quote on any make or model. Male •• BMW, MBZ Honda. To make an order please download the form and the flyer with the pie - tolerant of any type of communications.

The play opens with Wayans nervously tapping her blue-gray quartet on the stage, while filling out paperwork. Subsequently, the audience hears a soothing voice from above, welcoming the newest participants and delivering the rules to abide by during the meditation retreat. Wayans finds herself not being able to keep her mind quiet, with her thoughts going a million miles a minute. She takes us through the good, bad, and quite awkward childhood memories of growing up with the multi-ethnic Wayans family (Keenan, Damon, Shawn) and on the way learns some valuable lessons and one that knowledge to help enhance the quality of her future.

“My biggest message is the importance of not only finding your own voice and finding out who you truly are, but honestly, coming to the source that we all connect to in whatever path that is right for you,” said Wayans.

This play will be in production for the months of November and December 2007. For ticket information and show times, please call (323) 769-6955, or visit www.plays411.com.
**Determined Women, Up To The Challenge!**

By Laurie Moody

Several days of raging fires and smoke filled skies couldn’t stop the determined women who attended the Riverside County Sheriff’s Department’s 3rd Annual “Women’s Fitness Challenge” at the Ben Clark Training Center. Over 200 brave women set out early Saturday morning to meet the department’s physical agility challenge head on.

The “Women’s Fitness Challenge” is dedicated to the memory of Sergeant Kathy Holdahl. She joined the department in 1989 and served as a deputy sheriff for 17 years on assignments spanning the county. Sergeant Holdahl, was very involved with the community in the Hemet Valley and helped establish the Police Activities League. In her last assignment, she was an instructor.

Many female officers volunteered their time to assist in team leading. Each team leader was responsible for providing guidance and motivation to a team of 10-20 women. Explorer Scouts were also on hand to help with the details of the day. The Explorer program is a division of the Boy Scouts of America and gives young people 14-21 a first hand look at what law enforcement is really like. Brittney Vinay, 17, has only been a scout for a couple of months. She plans on studying law and eventually wants to become a district attorney. She believes that there are so few African American and youth involved in the program because they have a negative view of law enforcement because they’ve all seen on television. Brittney appreciates the training the program provides.

The events were part of the recruitment process. The obstacle course did in fact pose a challenge for many of the women. The “wall” stopped several participants dead in their tracks. However, there were massage therapists on hand to provide much needed relief for participants who developed aches and pains. Motivating presentations by high ranking female officers instilledBroken spirits. Undersheriff Valerie Hill and Captain Colleen Walker provided much needed humor and real life experiences to the group. They shared stories of sacrifice and the misconceptions embraced by their male counterparts about women in the early years in the profession. They both gave an account of driving long distances to question rape victims only to arrive and find an equally qualified male officer on duty. The perceptions were that women should do it. Neither of these ladies had ever experienced being raped and believed that they were no less qualified to question a rape victim than male officers. Captain Colleen Walker reflected on the days in the department when there weren’t separate locker rooms and to sexual harassment laws. Over the years these very distinguished women have promoted through the ranks and helped implement positive changes while fostering wives, mothers and grandmothers. When asked about the unique qualities women bring to the department, the very competent law enforcement professionals agreed that women bring sensitivity to pertinent issues that wouldn’t otherwise exist. Lieutenant Virginia Rody manages the department’s training center for peace officers and correctional officers. She informed that training was available on the weekend for trainees who work full-time.

Linnae, Shelley Kennedy-Smith, Personnel Bureau Director, is one of the highest ranking female officers in the department. She is also one of the highest ranking African- American officers. Lieutenant Kennedy-Smith is happy about the plan for a more proactive approach to diversity. Undersheriff Valerie Hill stated that promoting minority officers to higher ranks is a priority and has been a topic of conversation between she and her newly appointed boss, Sheriff Stanley Sniff. She agreed that it is important for the department to reflect the diverse cultures, races and genders of the community.

Personnel representatives were on hand to answer questions about the training program positions within the department. When people think of a career with the Riverside County Sheriff’s Department, they picture the deputy with a gun and badge but, there are many other jobs available within the department. To find out what’s available, visit the website:

[www.JoinRSD.org](http://www.JoinRSD.org)
Under New Law
- 5%0 discount with reference of this ad
- Disabled and Senior Cititzen Discounts
- Saturday and Evening Appointments Available
- www.novasciaoffices.com

Law Offices of
RICHARD F. NEVINS
LIVING TRUSTS • WILLS • PROBATE
INcORPORATIONS • PARTNERSHIPS
(951) 665-0100
3950 BROCKTON AVE., RIVERSIDE, CA 92501

LeVIAS & ASSOCIATES
300 Law Firms
Working Together
We will refer you to an attorney that specializes in whatever your legal needs might be.
Our goal is to get you the best service possible.

A FREE SERVICE: 1-800-500-7047
HOME LOANS FOR EVERYONE
Over 30 mortgage bankers working with LeVias and Associates. We will refer you to a mortgage banker that will get you the best loan. Refinancing or Consolidation. Home loans for everyone. Our job is to get you the best loan possible. 1-800-500-7047
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Absolute Auction

LAST DOLLAR RANCH

1986 picturesque acres at the foot of Mt. San Antonio - Home and Setting of the building originally known as the "Bristow House."

Riverside and Claremont commercial - Turnoff with wildlife.

[Thursday, October 17 at 10:00 AM (PDT)]

Wi\lr. J. K İNG 909-399-5444

Be an active participant in your community. The City's Boards and Commissions are accepting applications for the following voluntary positions:

WARD 2
Board of Public Utilities

WARD 4
Board of Library Trustees

WARD 5
Community Police Review Commission
Commission on Disabilities

WARD 6
Metropolitan Museum Board

WARD 7
Planning Commission

CITYWIDE
Airport Commission
Commission on Disabilities
Human Relations Board
Metropolitan Museum Board
Parks and Recreation Commission

Application deadline is Monday, November 15, 2007, for March 2008 appointments.

Visit www.riversideca.gov/city_clerk or call 909.393.5557

Riverside residents only.
In celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month...
Transportation agencies reach consensus on priority projects

At a recent hearing held by Assembly Member Wilmer Amina Carter (D-Rialto), chair of the Assembly Select Committee on Inland Empire Transportation Issues, San Bernardino’s regional transportation agency presented a consensus list of projects which will be submitted for Proposition 1B funding. The top five projects are the I-15 and I-215 interchange project, the I-10 corridor project, which involve rebuilding interchanges and widening overpasses at Citrus, Cherry and Riverside avenues; railroad grade separation projects in San Bernardino, Colton, Ontario, and Grand Terrace; the high desert corridor project and the State Route 58 highway expansion project.

"It has been a challenge to arrive at a consensus at times," said Mark Neaimey, director of Fontana, who spoke at the hearing on October 31 in San Bernardino. "But consensus has been reached; unity is needed to help define the legislative agenda." The hearing was attended by members of the Inland Empire Legislative Caucus, state and local officials, and community leaders. Elected officials came together to announce support for priority projects designated by SANBAG. To get the greatest amount of transportation bond money, projects must meet a defined list of criteria set forth by the state. Advocacy by state and local officials will also play a crucial role in obtaining funding for much-needed transportation improvements. "The administration must respect the priorities that regional agencies have listed instead of using a list that relies solely on statewide reports," Carter said. "It is my goal to support SANBAG and RCTC’s efforts during the project selection process and in the state budget process, when the Trade Corridors Improvement Fund will be allocated." "The Inland Empire is severely impacted by both pass-through freight and freight that remains within the region," San Bernardino County Supervisor Gary Ovitt, said at the hearing. He serves as vice president on the SANBAG board of directors. "Eighty percent of the goods coming in from the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach move through the Inland Empire. Southern California faces a disproportionate share of freight challenges in comparison to the rest of the state, and for that matter, the nation."
Friday Night Live Returns at Good Hope MBC

The Good Hope Movement is at it again. Good Hope Missionary Baptist Church will be hosting Friday Night Live on November 9, 2007, at 7:00 PM. There will be young people from Moreno Valley, Perris, Beastie Palm Springs, Riverside, San Benito City, Tecate, El Monte, and other cities. The University of California Riverside, and Cal Baptist University, and city. This is a spin-off from the Youth Summit that took place in August that people are still talking about. There will be gospel music, gospel rap, praise dancers, poetry, food, beverages, the praised word, and a Holy Ghost good time for everyone.

Additionally, the Friday Night Live will address some of the negative things that can happen, young people are being invited and challenged to fellowship in the house of the Lord. We are praying that we can have Friday Night Live at least once a month but we have to start somewhere. Too many of our young people are dying in the streets and most of them don't have anything to do except get into trouble and we believe if Good Hope Missionary Baptist Church that these young people are reachable but we have to make a better effort to let them know that someone does care.

Our ultimate goal is to keep young people off the streets, drugs, alcohol, gangs, negative peer influence, poor self-esteem, poor value system, promiscuity, and hopelessness and give them something in exchange that is positive, Jesus Christ. Our ultimate goal is to give young people alternative holiness to live in. The church is available for everyone to join together and will offer them positive alternative holiness to live in.

Get your church news published in The Black Voice News Submit church briefs to tourgraf(blackvoicenews.com SUBJECT Church Brief

RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENTER

Missionary Baptist Church is to give young people alternative holiness on Friday nights. The mission is to go to the night club or to the party when so many negative things can happen, young people are being invited and challenged to fellowship in the house of the Lord. We are praying that we can have Friday Night Live at least once a month but we have to start somewhere. Too many of our young people are dying in the streets and most of them don't have anything to do except get into trouble and we believe if Good Hope Missionary Baptist Church that these young people are reachable but we have to make a better effort to let them know that someone does care.
Tramaine Hawkins featured guest

The Black Voice News

Thursday, November 8, 2007

Handel’s Messiah a Soulful Celebration Comes to Mt. Rubidoux Dec. 1st

Tramaine Hawkins

"Love the Fire Queen" Davis, a gospel singer in her own right, left a church concert to give voice to Tramaine. In 1969, Lady Tramaine joined the Edwin Hawkins Singers and was a part of the Gospel Music Revolution via the recording of Oh Happy Day. The first million-selling Gospel single to top the Pop record charts as well as the first concert ever to sell out every section of the world. Lady Tramaine then moved on to the Los Angeles area to join Andrae Crouch and the Disciples, where she began to sing both the lead vocals on the then Grammy nominated "End of the Road" and as a solo performer. After utilizing her gifts with Andrae Crouch and the Disciples, Lady Tramaine returned to the Oakland area where she rejoined the Edwin Hawkins Singers. Lady Tramaine can be heard on the lead vocals on the Love Alive Album with Walter Hawkins and The Love Alive Choir and with The Hawkins Family in the '70s and '80s. Lady Tramaine has recorded over four albums which included her single "Full Done" which is a hit! Lady Tramaine was literally born in church in the San Francisco Bay Area, as her mother, the late Lois Hawkins. For more information contact the church office at: 951-278-5474
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“Second in Name, First in Love”


First Baptist Church of Perris

311 East Fifth Street

Perris, California 92570

(951) 697-3767

“1 Cor. 13:13 But now abide faith, hope, love, these three; and the greatest of these is love.”

Worship Service • 11:00 a.m.

Sunday School • 9:00 a.m.

Lords Supper • Thursday, 6:00 p.m.

Bible Study

First Baptist Church of Perris

P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net

WWW.TOGAMP.COM

NEW LOCATION

Reach Up – Reach In – Reach Out

Reach Up to God, Reach Out to Those, Reach Up to God

CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CENTER has added a 3rd Service!

951-497-8803

visit our website at www.crosswordchurch.org
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